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9 3. FURTHER RESULTS ON HARMONIC ANALYSIS 
In [8] a Fourier inversion formula was derived for functions in the 
linear span [8(Li) n @] of jj(L1) n @, where $J(Li) is the center of L,(G) 
and @ is the set of continuous positive-definite functions on G. For such 
functions f the function e I+ &f*(e) is in Li(G^, dp), and one has 
(*I f(x) = SG~ f^(e) x&4- 44e) (x E G) 
where f^(e) is the trace of the Fourier transform F~(Q), and CI$ is the 
Plancherel measure on CT* given in [8, section 41. We now give a general 
inversion theorem valid for functions which are not necessarily central. 
First we prove the following preliminary form of the inversion theorem 
directly generalizing the inversion theorem of [8]. 
(3.1) PROPOSITION: Let G be a [Q-group, and f E [Li n @I. Then 
for all z E G, the function Q I+ u$tr(!Z’f(e)e(z)*) is in Li(G^, dp), and one 
has for all z E G, 
PROOF: We observe first that when f is a central Li-function, then 
WA=~~lf”W, h ence c&tr(T&) Q(X)*) = f^(e) x&r)-. This shows that the 
formula (**) reduces to (*) if f E &Cl). 
Now, if f E [Li n @I, then also g = f# E [L1 n @>I, where 
f#(x) = JG,Z f(ms-1) 0% 
(see [lo, (l.l)] and [19, (1.3)]). Moreover, gE B&(G)), g(l)=f(l), and 
g^(e)=f^(e) for all e E GA [8, (6.7)]. I n view of the inversion theorem for 
central functions [8, (S.ll)], this shows that the function Q I-+ &f-(e) is 
integrable on GA. Also, applying the inversion formula (*) to g, evaluating 
at x = 1, and using the relationships between g and f, we get 
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Since fi (the left translate by x) is also in [Li n @] for all x E G [6, Propo- 
sition 31, and since (f%)*(e) =tr(Z’&)e(x)*), we see that for all x E G, 
e I+ 4 trPf(e) e(x)*) is in Li(G^, C&J). Also, for all x, 
f(x) = fdl) = SG* &(fJ(e) 44e) = SG 4 tVf(e) eW*) f+(e). 
As a corollary, since for compact groups [Li n @] = [@,I, we get the 
following theorem proved by Krein in “Hermitian positive kernels on 
homogeneous spaces II” (A.M.S. Translations 2, Vol. 34, 109-164); see 
also [ll, vol. II, § 341. 
(3.2) COROLLARY : Let G be a compact group. If f E [@I then for all 
x E G, 
We now give the general form of the Fourier inversion theorem for 
[Z]-groups. 
(3.3) THEOREM: Let G be a [Z]-group, and let f E L,(G). Suppose the 
function e I-+ de tr(T&) e(x)*) is in Ll(G^, clp) for each x E G. Then 
(**I f(x)=SG^detr(Tr(e)e(x)*)d~(e) (a.e. x). 
Moreover, equality holds at each point of continuity of f. 
PROOF : If U is a compact symmetric invariant neighborhood of 1 
in G, let k~ be the characteristic function of U. Then the family (VU) 
of functions k,-~ * ku normalized so that J ‘pu= 1, is an approximate 
identity in Ll(G) [lo, (1.3)], so we can take a sequence (yn) from the 
family (VU) such that Ilf * cpn-fll 1 + 0. A pola’rization-type identity ap- 
plied to f * Al% = (f * kn) * ki shows that f +C yn is a linear combination 
of positive-definite Li-functions (since f * k, and k, are in Lz(G)), and 
therefore the inversion formula applies to f * vn. We obtain, for all x, 
f * ~44 - SGA 4 WAeP~,(e) e(x)*) G(e). 
Now as n + 00, tr(T&)T,,(~)e(x)*)-+tr(Z’&)e(x)*) for each e (and for 
each x, and even uniformly in x). In fact 
Itr(Tr(e)Tpl,(e)e(x)*)-tr(T,(e)e(x)*)l= Itr(T~g~~-t(e)e(x)*)I 
~~ell~r~~~-t(e)ll~~~llf * 9h-flli -+ 0 
(where V’de)ll is the operator norm of Z’&)). On the other hand, 
vn E &G(G)), 90 Tpn(e) =dT’p;kV, and 4?Iv;(e)l G 1; thus 
IWAe) T~,(e)e@)*)l =G’lv;(e)l IWli(e)eW*)l Q IWde)e(4*)/. 
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Since this last is integrable on GA, by hypothesis, the dominated con- 
vergence theorem implies that 
SG^ 4 WTfk)Tde) e(x)*) We) -+ Sd 4 WTf(e) e(x)*) f&-de). 
Now, by considering subsequences if necessary, we can choose the sequence 
(9,) such that in addition f * p&r) --f f(z) almost everywhere on G. It 
then follows that (**) holds for almost all x E G. On the other hand, 
if ~0 is a point of continuity of f, then (v,) can be chosen such that in 
addition, f * ~,&a) + f(zo) (let vn be the function TV corresponding to a 
symmetric neighborhood U of the identity such that ]jf j, vv--fj]i< l/n 
and such that y E U implies ]f(zsy) - f(xo)] < l/n). Thus (* *) holds at each 
point of continuity of f. 
We remark that our use of subsequences of the family (VU) to apply the 
dominated convergence theorem was suggested by a similar argument in 
REITER [22, ch. 4, 5 4.11. 
We next give a version of the Poisson summation formula, essentially 
in the form given in [ll, Vol. II, (31.46.e)] for abelian groups. 
(3.4) COROLLARY : Let G be a [Z]-group, H a closed normal subgroup, 
dv the Plancherel measure on the [Z]-group G/H, dF, the Haar measure 
on H (suitably normalized). Let f E h(G), and suppose that 
(i) for each x E G, the function F, I-+ f(A) is in Al(H) ; 
(ii) d I+ JH f(A) dh is continuous on G/H; 
(iii) the restriction to (G/H)^ of the function e I-+ dQ IA(e) is in &((G/H)^, dv). 
Then 
SH fd4 ah = stGIHIA 4 fW We). 
PROOF : Let g(i) =fb(i) =sH f(xh) dh, then by hypothesis g is a con- 
tinuous function on G/H; also, by the extended Weil formula [22, ch. 3, 
5 4.51 g ELI(G/H), since 
Moreover, if e E (G/H)^, so that e E GA and @=I, then 
Tf(e) ‘.b fcx) etx) ax=.fGIH .fH ftzh) dxh) ah ai 
=.fGIH d2) .fH ftxh) ah ag=.fGIH dg)fb(g) ak 
= Tfb(eh 
Therefore f^(e) = g^(e) f or all e E (G/H)^ C GA, so e I+ d,g^(e) is integrable 
on (G/H)^ with respect to dv. We can now apply the inversion formula, 
evaluated at the identity of G/H, to the function g, and we obtain the 
required formula. 
REMARK : Hypotheses (i) and (ii) in the corollary are of course always 
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satisfied when f is a continuous function with compact support [22, ch. 3, 
$ 3.21. As we shall see in the next result, when H is a compact normal 
subgroup, Plancherel measure on (G/H) A is the restriction of Plancherel 
measure on GA. It follows that in this case (iii) is satisfied for all f E &(G) 
such that e I-+ de/^(e) is integrable on GA (and in particular, by (3.1), 
for all f E [Ll n CD]). Thus in case H is a compact normal subgroup, the 
hypotheses of (3.3) are satisfied by a dense subspace of functions in &(G). 
Although we don’t know whether this is true for general subgroups H 
of [ZJ-groups, REITER has shown [22, ch. 5, $ 5.21 that if G is abelian, 
this is indeed the case for every closed subgroup H. 
The next proposition throws some light on the role of compact normal 
subgroups in applying the Poisson summation formula. 
(3.5) PROPOSITION: (i) Let G be any locally compact group, and 
H a compact normal subgroup, with dh normalized Haar measure on H. 
If v is a continuous positive-definite function on G, then the function 
vb(4 = JH &h) co& is a continuous positive-definite function on G/H. 
(ii) Let G be a [Q-group, and H a compact normal subgroup. Then 
the Plancherel measure on (G/H)” is the restriction to (G/H)^ of the 
Plancherel measure on GA. 
PROOF: (i) f$ is evidently continuous, since H is compact. Suppose 
first that v is elementary normalized, so that T(X)= (e(z)u, U) for some 
irreducible representation e of G (U E H,, llujl= 1). If eH 3 I, then qb(i) = 
= SH (e(x) e(h) u, u)dh=JH (e(x)u, u> =v(x), so vb is positive-definite. If 
eH q# I, then the trivial representation does not occur in QH. Indeed, 
if there is a non-zero v E HB such that e(h)v =v for all h E H, then 
V={v E H,: e(h)v=v ‘bTh E H} is a proper closed invariant subspace, con- 
tradicting the irreducibility of e. It follows that in this case ~~(2:) = 
=JH cp(xh) dF, = 0. In fact, if x is held fixed, then the function h + tp(xh) 
can be written as a linear combination of four positive-definite functions 
yg of h, where each lyt is associated with eH (apply the polarization identity 
to v(xh) =(e(h)u, e(x)-1 u) [S]). Then ~~(2) =G J WC’ 1 dh=O by the 
orthogonality relations. Thus in either case vb is positive-definite. Now 
if pl is a convex combination of elementary normalized positive-definite 
functions, then so is plb (by linearity of the b operator), hence qb is positive- 
definite in this case also. Finally, if Q, is any continuous positive-definite 
function, then v is a weak* limit of convex combinations Q?. of elementary 
positive-definite functions. Hence q$ + vb weak* in L,(G/H). In fact, 
if f E &(G/H) then 
= SG f-b) v,(x) c&z 
(where f” is the lifting to G), and similarly for vV; since vV --f y weak*, 
and f E L,(G), yi + vb weak*. Thus yb is positive-definite. 
6 Indagationes 
a2 
(ii) Let f E Li n Lz(G/H), and let f” be its lift to G; since H is compact, 
f' ELI fiL2(G), and in fact IlfIli20,H,= Ilf”ll&. If dv is Plancherel 
measure on (G/H)^, and dp is Plancherel measure on GA, then 
Ilfll;,m?, = Swf~ .. 4 W~fk) Tf(e)*) We) 
and 
Ilf-ll;2(a) =So^ 4~vf-(e)~A?)*) 4&h 
The calculation in (3.4) shows that Tf-(e)=T&) for all e E(G/H)^ C c^. 
On the other hand, if e EC*-- (G/H)^, then T,-(e)=O. In fact, if u E H,, 
then (Z’f-(e)u, u) = Jo f”(z)y(z)dx where v(z) = (e(z)u, u) is a positive- 
definite function associated with e. But 
So f “(4 ~(4 ax = SGIH f (4 SH 94~4 dhd* = h f (4 9%) a*. 
By assumption eH $1, so the argument in (i) shows that ~~(2’) = 0. Thus 
T,-(e) = 0. It follows that de tr(Z’f-(e) T&)*) = 0 for all e E GA- (G/H)A. 
Since (G/H)^ is open in GA (1.6) we may restrict the measure o$ to (G/H)^, 
and obtain 
The result now follows from the uniqueness of the Plancherel measure 
[8, Theorem 6.111. 
We observe in passing that (ii) serves to complete Loomis’ argument 
(Abstract harmonic analysis, 37 E) in the Poisson summation formula, 
in case H is compact. 
In (3.8) we shall give a generalization to [Z]-groups of the Wiener 
Tauberian theorem. Our method follows, though not exactly, that of 
SEGAL in [24], and the next two propositions generalize their analogues 
in [24]. 
(3.6) PROPOSITION : Let G be a [Z]-group and L a compact set in GA. 
Then there exists an f E ,51(G) such that T&) =IQ for all e E 9. 
PROOF: If G is of the form K x 2, where K is a compact subgroup, 
then GA = KA x Z*, and R is contained in a compact rectangle of the form 
i 01, . . ., u,} x 6, where al, . . ., ala E KA and & is a compact subset of ZA. 
By standard abelian and compact theory (see [24, Theorem 2.61) choose 
geLI and h~Li(2) such that T,(a) = I, for o E {ui, . . . . a,}, and 
hi= 1 for all x E &. If F(k, z) =g(k)f(z), then FE &(K x Z), and 
TF(Q @ x) = Z’,(at)f^(x); therefore T&) = I, for all e E {ui, . . . , on> x &, and 
in particular for e E R. If G = KZ but G is not necessarily a direct product, 
then G is a quotient of K x Z=M by the compact subgroup N, and GA 
is a subset of MA. By the above one can find a function F on M whose 
transform is the identity at each point of $. Define f on G= M/N by 
setting f(2) = Fb(2) =JN F(m) dn for i E M/N. Then f E Li(G), and the 
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calculation in the proof of (3.4) shows that T,(Q) = TF(Q) for all e E GA. 
In particular, !/?&) =le for all e E R. 
As in the proof of (1.4), we conclude the proof of the theorem by 
induction on the length r of the normal series G = Ge 14 3_ . . . 1 G, = KZ, 
where K is the compact subgroup given by the structure theorem. The 
case T = 0 has been taken care of above. We may therefore assume that 
we are at the inductive step; that is, we may assume that G contains 
an open normal subgroup H of prime index p, and that the proposition 
holds for H. We recall the maps x: GA -+ P(H) and z: HA + XG(H) of 
(1.2). If 9 is a compact set in GA, then x(R) is compact and CX =n-i@(R)) 
is compact in HA (since JZ is a proper map (1.2)). Let f E Ll(H) be such 
that T,(a) =L for all u E 6. Since H is open in G, Haar measure on H 
can be taken as the restriction of Haar measure on G; therefore by setting 
f equal to zero off H we may consider f to be in Li(G). We show now 
that T&) =& for all e E R. Suppose first that e E 9 n (GA)l, that is, 
a=eH is irreducible. It follows immediately from the definitions that 
u = d(x(e)) E 6, since x(e) =d;l(X,)H = a%’ X0. Therefore 
Tf(Q) = j-G f(X) Q(z) dx = jH f(X) b(X) dx = T&‘) = 1, = &. 
On the other hand, if e E R n (G^)II, then e = & for some 0 E HA. Again 
it follows from the definition that (T and all its conjugates 0% are in 6. 
For if G=xlH v . . . u x,H is a coset decomposition of G, then (UG)H= 
= ax1 @ . . . @ US, and thus 
Hence as above 
%?)=.fG f(YbJG(Y)dY=b f(Y)U’(Y)dY= 6 SH f(Y)UxdY)dY 
4-l 
= 6 Tf(U%) = 6 I&=Iq. 
i=l i- 1 
Our next proposition, besides being necessary for the Wiener theorem, 
also gives a sharpened form of the fact that the functions of (3.3) are 
dense in hi(G). 
(3.7) F'ROPOSITION: Let G be a [Z]-group. The set of functions in 
Li(G) whose Fourier transforms have compact support in GA is a dense 
subspace of Li. 
PROOF : It is evidently a subspace, and we need only show that it is 
dense. For [Z]-groups of the form K x A, where A is abelian and K is 
compact, this is proved in [28, Theorem 31. In view of lemma (1.4), to 
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prove the theorem for the case G= KZ, it suffices to show that if the 
theorem holds for some [Z]-group M, and N is a compact normal sub- 
group, then the theorem holds for M/N (let M = K x 2). For this, let 
a> 0, let g be a fixed function in &(M/N), and define g”(z) =g(k) for 
z E G (5 is the canonical image of x in M/N). Then g- ELI(M), since N 
is compact. By assumption there is an f E L(M) such that !Z’f(e) =0 for 
g outside the compact set 9 in MA, and j]f--g-]\r <a. Consider fb E &(M/N), 
defined by 
fb(i) = JN f(xn) dn. 
As in the proof of (3.4) we have Tf(e) = T$(e) for all e E (M/N)* C M”. 
Hence Z’fb vanishes outside the compact set 9 n (M/N)& in (M/N)^. 
Moreover, llfb -gill= llfb - (s”)bll 1, since (g’)b =g, but f I-+ fb is clearly a 
norm-decreasing map of L(M) +- -hPIN), 80 Ilfb-gll141f-s~ll~<~. 
The proof for an arbitrary [Z]-group is now completed by induction 
on the length r of the normal series G= GO I Gr 2 . . . 3 G,= KZ. Since 
the case r = 0 has already been disposed of, we may assume that G contains 
an open normal subgroup H of index p (p a prime), and that the propo- 
sition holds for H. Let G=xlH u . . . u x,H be a coset decomposition 
of G, let g E Lr(G), and let a> 0. For each i, let gt be the function on H 
obtained by restricting g to xtH and then translating back to H; thus, 
for F, E H, g@)=g(x&) (i= 1, . . . . 13). Clearly ga ELI(H), so there exist 
ft E Ll(H) such that Tf, vanishes outside the compact subset Rc of HA, 
and such that [lge-filll <E/P. Define f on G by setting f(&) = fi(h). Then 
clearly f E Lr(G). Moreover, IIf -gjjl= 
Let $?==I U . . . u &, ; then $7 is a compact set in HA, so B = x-l(n( 9)) 
is a compact set in GA (1.2). We shall show that Tf(e) = 0 for e E GA - 8. 
In fact, 
TAe)=SG fCQe@)dx= $k LH fWeWdx= 2 SHf4h)eWeVOdh 
i-l 1 
= T e(sPfAed. 
Suppose fist that g E (G*)z, so gH E HA; as in the proof of (3.6) it is clear 
that if g E (GA)z-- B then gH 4 9, so Tf<(eH) = 0 for i = 1, . . ., p. Next, 
suppose e E (G^)zz - Q, then e = ~9 for some o E HA, and as in (3.6), neither 
r~ nor any of its conjugates are in 8’. Hence for all i 
T&H) = TJc((uQ) = 6 Tfi(u?) = 0. 
I-1 
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Therefore !Z’&) = 0 for all Q E GA - 6, and the proposition is proved. 
We can now state one form of the Wiener Tauberian theorem. 
(3.8) THEOREM 1): Let G be a [Q-group, and 1 a proper closed two- 
sided ideal in L,(G). Then I is contained in some regular maximal two- 
sided ideal of ,5(G). 
PROOF : We use the standard hull-kernel terminology, as found for 
example in [24] and [23]. Suppose h(1) =hull (I) is empty, so that I is 
contained in no regular maximal two-sided ideal. We shall prove that I 
contains all functions in LI whose Fourier transforms have compact 
support in GA; since by (3.7) the set of these functions is dense in hi(G), 
this will show I = Ll(G), a contradiction. In fact, let fa E L,(G), and suppose 
!Z’f,, vanishes outside the compact set R in GA. Observe first that MC(R) 
is a hull whose kernel is a regular ideal in Ll(G). In fact, gg E Ll(G) such 
that 5!‘&) = I, for all e E R (by (3.6)), so g is an identity modulo k(R): 
for any f E Ll(G), T~&Q) E 0 for all e E 2, so f +C g-f E k(a). On the 
other hand, k(R) equals k@(2)), as follows immediately from the in- 
clusion relations satisfied by hulls and kernels; thus k(hk(Q)) is a regular 
ideal. By [23, (2.6.9)], 1 contains an identity e for Ll(G) modulo k(hk(R)) = 
=k(J?),sof*e-fEk(Z)f or all f E LI. In particular, fc* e - fo E Ic( R), that 
is Tf,,(e) = !Pf,,*e(e) for all e E R. For e E GA-- 2, both T,,,(e) and Tr,*&) 
vanish identically. Therefore Tf,(e) = !PfO*e(e) for all e E GA, so fc = fc * e E I. 
This establishes the desired contradiction. 
It is worth remarking that the above proof does not actually use the 
fact that Ll(G) is (completely) regular. 
(3.9) COROLLARY: Let G be a [Z]-group. A two-sided ideal I in Ll(G) 
is dense if and only if I is contained in no ideal of the form ker T(e) 
(e E GA). 
PROOF: This follows from the above, since the regular maximal two- 
sided ideals in Ll(G) are exactly the ideals ker T(e) (e E G”) (see [S, (S.lS)] 
and [19, 5.41). 
Corollaries (3.10) and (3.11) below now follow easily. 
(3.10) COROLLARY: Let G be a [Z]-group, and LY the “two-sided 
regular representation” of G x G on LI( G) given by olz,y f(t) = f(z-1 ty). Then 
for f E b(G), f is a cyclic vector for do if and only if Z’&) #O for all e E GA. 
We remark that (3.10) fails already for compact groups if one considers 
instead of 01 the left regular representation of G on Ll(G). 
(3.11) COROLLARY: Let G be a [Z]-group, and f E 8(&(G)). Then f 
1) For [Z] -groups of the form A x K, with A abelian and K compact, this W&S 
proved by A. WILLCOX in [28]. 
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is a cyclic vector for the left regular representation of G on L,(G) if and 
only if f^(e) #O for all Q E GA. 
We note in conclusion that (3.10) and (3.11) are quite different in 
character from the results of [7] on cyclic vectors. 
$ 4. A CLASS OF [Z]-GROUPS 
In this section we discuss a class of examples of [Z]-groups, and examine 
their dual spaces. These examples can be chosen to illustrate some of the 
characteristic properties of the subspaces (Gfi)l, (GA), discussed in 0 1. 
We recall first, in a formulation suitable for our purposes, a method 
of constructing group extensions. Let A and X be locally compact abelian 
groups (written additively) and let [: X x X + A be a continuous central 
2-cocycle, that is, a continuous function satisfying (i) : [(x, x’ +x”) + 
+5‘(2’, x”)=5( x x’, x”) +5(x, x’), and (ii): t(O, x) =t(x, 0)= 0, for all + 
x, x’, x” E X. As is well-known, we can then construct from these data 
a central extension 
(1) -+ A -+ G -+ X -+ (1) 
where G is the locally compact group with A x X (product space) as its 
underlying topological space, and with multiplication 
(a, x)(a’, x’)=(a+a’+5(2, z’), x+x’). 
If p: X x X -+ A is a continuous Z-bilinear function, then it is immediate 
that /? satisfies (i) and (ii) and hence gives rise in this way to a central 
extension. 
Now we observe that if X is compact, then G is automatically a [Z]- 
group, since A C Z(G). More specifically, if we restrict our attention, as 
we shall do for the remainder of this section, to groups arising from 
bilinear functions /?: X x X -+ A, we have the following formulas: 
(a, x)-l= (-a+@, x), -2) 
(a, z)(a’, x’)(a, x)-l=(u’+/qx, x’)-&‘, x), 2’) 
(a, x)(a’, x’)(a, x)-l(a’, x’)-l= (j3(x, x’) -/9(x, x’), 0). 
We see that G is abelian if and only if B is symmetric. Also A C Z(G), 
and A=Z(G) if and only if for each x’ EX, 2’ #O, there exists z EX such 
that /3(x, x’) #j3(x’, x). Finally, G’= {(B(x, x’) -,9(x’, x), 0) : 2, 5’ E X} C A. 
Thus if #? is not symmetric, then G is nilpotent of class 2. For example, 
the p-adic analogues of the Heisenberg groups arise in this way. For 
each n, this is the group of (n+ 2) x (n + 2) matrices of the form 
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I 
0 * 
1 Yn 
0 1 J 
where 5, yi E I, (the p-adic integers) and z E QP (the p-adic numbers). 
To obtain this example, we let A = QP and X =F x c, and define /3: 
XxX --f A as follows 
#4(x7 Y), (x’, Y’))= 5 XiYi 
i-l 
(wherex=(xi, . . . . x,) E I: and y, z’, and y’ are given analogously). Clearly, 
in this case A = Z(G), while G’ = (Cl)-= IP. 
Specializing still further, let us suppose that A contains a compact 
subgroup R which carries the structure of a topological ring with identity e 
(compatible with the structure of additive topological group inherited 
from A). This would occur, for example, if R=(e), with e an element 
of finite order, or if R= I,, e = 1. We suppose further that X = R x R, 
and that p:XxX+A is given by 
B((x, Y), (x’, Y’)) =x*Y’ 
where x, y, x’, y’ E R, and . denotes multiplication in R. @ is evidently 
continuous and bilinear, so the group G = {(a, xi, x2) : a E A and xi, x2 E R} 
obtained is a non-abelian [Z]-group (since /? is not symmetric), nilpotent 
of class 2. In fact, as above we can see that Z(G) = A and G’ = (G’)- = R. 
By selecting A and R carefully, one could construct in this way a [Z]- 
group with various preassigned properties, such as being compact, discrete, 
totally disconnected, compactly generated, periodic, etc. For example, 
using the formulas given above, one easily calculates that for any integer 
j>l, UEA, and x=(q,xs)~X, one has 
i-l 
(a, x)'= (ja + 2 kx1.22, j-x) 
k-l 
i-l 
(a, x)-‘=( -ja+px1*x2- 2 kx1.x2, -j-x). 
k-l 
This implies that ((a, x)), the closed cyclic subgroup of G generated by 
(a, x), is contained in ((a) + R) x X, and hence that (a, 5) E P(G) ifo E P(A). 
On the other hand, if (a, x) E P(G) then (a, 0) = (a, x)(0, x)-l E P(G), since 
P(G) is a subgroup. Therefore a E P(A). Hence as sets, P(G)=P(A) x X. 
We remark that G can be constructed alternatively as a non-central 
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split extension, as follows. If Z: G + X is the canonical epimorphism, 
let H=7c-i(Rx (0)), so H={( a, xi, 0) : a E A, xi E R}. Then H is a normal 
subgroup of G which contains A, and G/H g H/A g R. Actually, H = A x R 
(direct product), so H is even abelian. In fact, 
(a, Xl, O)(u', x;, O)=(a+a'+x1*0, 21+x;, 0) 
=@+a', x1+x;, 0). 
Now let K= ((0, 0, ~2) : x2 E R}. An easy calculation shows that K is a 
subgroup of G, and R E R, of course. Also H n K= (0) and HK = G, 
since (0, 0, xa)(a, xi, 0)= (a, xi, x2). Thus G is the semidirect product of 
its abelian subgroups H and K. In the notation of the “outer” semidirect 
product, G = (A x R) x ,R. 
We wish to study the dual space, GA, for the [Z-J-group G we have 
just constructed. Since we will need the Mackey theory, we assume further 
that A is separable. Then R is separable, hence so are X and G = A x X ; 
also H and HA are then separable. Let x @ v E HA = A^ x R^ (R* denotes 
the characters of the additive group of R), and let S(X, q~) be the stability 
group. Since G/H is a compact separable group, it follows from Proposition 
(5.6) of S. Grosser and M. Moskowitz, Compactness conditions in topo- 
logical groups, I, II (J. Reine Angew. Math. Band 246, (1970), l-40), that 
HA/G = H^/(G/H) is countably separated. Thus we can apply the Mackey 
theory of “little groups” [17]. Since G is a semidirect product of H and K, 
x @ v extends to a representation (which we again call x @ p7) of S(X, v), 
simply by putting x @I v (a, XL 22) =x(u)&I) for (a, XI, x2) E S(X, v). 
We now calculate S(X, pl). It follows from our formulas above that 
x @ pw@ (a', x;, 0)=x @ qJ(u'-x;xz, x;, 0) 
=x(u'-x;x2)P)(XI)=X(u')X(a~2)-1Q)(5;). 
It is convenient to have the following notation. If x E R and 0 is a complex- 
valued function on R, let x. 8 : R --f C be the map defined by (x. 8)(y) = Qyz) 
(we do not use 8, to denote this map, since that notation suggests trans- 
lation in the additive group of R). Then the conjugate (X @ ~))(‘*‘l*9’= 
=X @ (xz.xR)-~~. This last reduces to x(u’)v(x;) for all (a’, xi, 0) E H iff 
ker XR (the restriction to R) contains the principal ideal Rx2 generated 
by x2 in R. Hence 
8(X 69 v) = {(a, XI, 3%) : ker %R 2 Rxz}. 
Let us denote by K(X) theset ((0, 0, x2) : ker 2~2 Rxz}. Then K(X) is a closed 
subgroup of K, and S(X, v) is the semidirect product of H by K(X). Thus 
4x, d/H ei K(X). N ow let 9 E K(X)-, and regard 7 as a representation 
of S(X, v) which is trivial on H. Then the induced representation 
(X 18 v @I q)o is irreducible, and since H is regularly imbedded in G, 
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GA= {(x @ a, @ q)o: x @ q~ E HA, 7 E K(X)-}. We observe that this implies 
that S(X, v) has finite index in G, since G E [Z] has only finite-dimensional 
representations. In fact, if e = (X @ p @ q)o E GA, then d, = [G : 8(x, v)] = 
= [K : K(X)]. 
If we suppose further that the additive subgroup (e) generated by the 
(multiplicative) identity e of R is dense in R (so that R is a compact 
monothetic group), then K(X) has a somewhat simpler description. If 
x E AA and x2 E R, then ker XR 2 RXZ iff x(x2) = 1. In fact, if x(x2) = 1, then 
X(exz) = 1 and X(neza) = 1 for all integers n. Since any element of R is by 
hypothesis a limit of elements of the form ne, ~(Rxz) = 1. Thus in this case 
8(x, q~) = {(a, xi, x2) : X(x2) = l}, so K(X) is (isomorphic to) ker XR, and with 
the above notation, de = [R: ker XR]. For example, suppose we consider 
the analogue of the Heisenberg group for the case n = 1; that is, A = QP, 
R = I,, e = 1. Then each proper closed subgroup of I, has index pk for 
some integer k > 1, and conversely for each k > 1, there is exactly one 
subgroup of I, with index p k. Moreover, each of these subgroups is the 
kernel of a character of I,, and hence of the restriction XI, of x E (QP)*. 
Thus the degrees of the irreducible representations of G are exactly 
{pp”: k= 1, 2, . ..}. 
In order to illustrate the inductive step discussed in $ 1 we assume 
finally that e has prime order p in the additive group A, so R g &,. 
Then H is an open subgroup of G, and [G: H] =p. We recall that (HA)1 = 
={a~H^:8(a)=G}. In th is case, X(X, v) = G if and only if X(ZZ) = 1 for all 
22 E R, that is, iff XR = 1, or again, iff x(e) = 1. Thus (HA)1 is homeomorphic 
to (A/R)^ x R^= (A/R)^ x ZP. Al so, (HA)11 is homeomorphic to (A^ - 
(A/R)^) x ZP. Considering the corresponding subsets of GA, we have 
(G^)I= {Q E GA: @H E HA}. s ince H is abelian, this is clearly just the set 
of linear characters of G, or (G^)I= (G/(G’)-)l. But G’= {(a, 0, 0): a E R}, 
so G/(G’)- is simply the direct product (A/R) x Rx R. Thus (GA)1 is just 
(A/R)” x R* x R^, and the map x * : (GA), -+ (HA)1 reduces to the projection 
(A/R)^ x R* x R^ -+ (A/R)^ x R^ x (1). 
In this case x* is evidently a covering projection! 
On the other hand, (GA)11 = {e E GA : e = & for some e E (H-)11}. Thus 
e E (G*)II if and only if e= (X 8 q~)o, where x E A^- (A/R)“. Now it is 
easy to see that in this case e = (X @ y)G for each y E R^. In fact, each 
conjugate of x @ q~ is of the form x @ y, for some y E R^; more precisely, 
0 @ 94 (a*sl*%J =X @ (~2 .X&-i q = X @3 y where y = (222 *XR)-~~. Since there 
are p distinct conjugates of x @ q.~ (l.l), and only p elements in R^, each 
representation x @ y must therefore be a conjugate of x @ v. Therefore 
e= (X @ y)G for any y E R*. Thus (GA),= (A^- (A/R)^) x (1) as sets, and 
zd* : (HA)11 --f (GA), is exactly the projection x 6~ v I-+ (X @ 1)G which maps 
(AA - (A/W) x Zp + (A^-(A/R)^) x (1). 
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It is clear that (GA), is then homeomorphic to A^- (A/R)^. We observe 
that in this case the connected components of GA are all homeomorphic 
to the connected component of A^. 
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